Motor unit number estimation predicts disease onset and survival in a transgenic mouse model of amyotrophic lateral sclerosis.
Motor unit number estimation (MUNE) has proved useful in predicting rate of progression and survival in patients with amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS). In animal models, it has demonstrated physiological effects of experimental medications that were not evident behaviorally. We sought to determine more specifically what aspects of function and survival that MUNE could predict in the G93A transgenic mouse model of ALS. Transgenic mice were examined in two distinct treatment studies, neither of which showed an effect of drug on survival, behavioral measures, or MUNE. MUNE was performed using a modification of the incremental stimulation method by stimulating the sciatic nerve at the sciatic notch, and recording with a circumferential surface electrode around the ipsilateral distal hindlimb. Both limbs were studied and the results averaged. MUNE was performed longitudinally on all animals from near onset to premorbid state. Each study was evaluated separately. For both studies, MUNE at initial study correlated significantly with behavioral determination of disease onset, and MUNE slope from initial to final study correlated significantly with disease duration, as measured from onset to time of death. However, the final MUNE value did not correlate with survival. Thus, in two studies involving animals with quite different disease courses, initial MUNE effectively predicted symptom onset and MUNE slope predicted survival. This suggests that MUNE has potential efficacy as a useful functional outcome measure in both animal and human studies of ALS.